
UC RIVERSIDE - Student Comments of Instructor,
Discussion Courses - Fall 2014 

Course:  MATH 009A Section:  044 
Instructor:  Brandon Hector Coya

Question # 18: YOUR CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ON YOUR GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILLS ARE EXTREMELY
IMPORTANT. PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS IN THE TEXTBOX BELOW. PLEASE LIMIT YOUR COMMENTS TO 2000 CHARACTERS.

Clarifies lessons from lectures as necessary. Makes the material easier to understand.

LOVED Him! He did so good at teaching :)

very helpful and funny. didn't bore us when going over problems and his explanations were very helpful to the learning process. 

i really appreciated his effort as a TA. the extra office hours really made it seem like he cares and tries to help us achieve. very nice guy and a
great teacher!

Has a good personality and is easy to talk to. Works well as a TA since he understands the subject well enough to answer even the most
obscure 9A questions. Since it is a discussion, he is able to cover the quiz in class before we take it so we can feel more at ease, and covers
any questions on the homework. Overall great work and energy despite the early time schedule.

Mr. Coya did an excellent job clarifying subject matter that may have been confusing during lecture. He was always available and eager to help
students struggling with certain concepts. His grasp of the material was most definitely evident during his office hours as well as during
discussion. Overall he was a great graduate instructor. I hope to have him as my TA for future math courses as well!

Brandon was very clear when he explained the material. He regularly asked for questions and if we needed help on homework. He always asked
if anyone needed him stay late in office hours to accommodate their schedule. Overall Brandon was a very effective and good teacher.

You made a great TA by making calculus understandable and easy. You should emphasize to your next classes to attend your office hours
because that is where I feel like I developed a better understanding for the course. Your adjustable office hours, email responses and math
puns/shirts are all very much appreciated.

I like his shirt " Math is the integral of e x̂y" . Interest and helpful TA. I enjoyed his dicussion classes. I hope to have him next quarter.

Math-related tshirts made this class worth coming to at 8:00

I loved discussion because it always helped with the homework problems I was stuck on. I do feel there were many moments were you
depending on the students to ask homework question, I think during those times you could have just taken over and teach a problem you
wanted the students to learn. 


